Hereditary cancers are the result of germline mutations in specific genes that increase susceptibility to cancer. This susceptibility is spread among family members according to different patterns of inheritance. Inherited susceptibility to cancer, does not imply the certainty of developing it in all cases. In this sense many questions have come out in recent years, not only in the medical sense but also in the field of bioethics and the law.
Clinical Issues Related to Familial Cancer

Main Characteristics of Familial Cancer
Cancers are multifactorial diseases due to a combination of genetic and environmental factors. A small proportion, it is estimated that between 5% and 10% of all tumors, has a familial or hereditary features. Hereditary cancers are the result of germline mutations in specific genes that increase susceptibility to cancer. This susceptibility is spread among family members according to different patterns of inheritance. Inherited susceptibility to cancer, does not imply the certainty of developing it in all cases.
In recent years we have identified about 40 genes involved in many other syndromes of inherited predisposition to cancer and have developed techniques for characterization of mutations.
The identification of families with hereditary cancer is really important since its members can benefit from effective measures regarding early detection, and to establish preventive strategies to decrease the possibility of developing certain tumours. In families with hereditary cancer it is common to observe several cases among its members, usually suffering from the same type that appears in a generation and the next. These cancers appear at an early age, in the most common syndromes, such as breast, ovarian and colorectal cancer, at 40 and 50 years of age.
Genetic Counseling
Inheritable and genetic diseases can appear in one family, a circumstance that brings new responsibilities for the health professional. Attention to families with hereditary cancer requires genetic counselling specialists who will evaluate individual risk for each family member, and appropriate genetic determinations. Through genetic counselling, patients with hereditary predisposition to cancer receive information on: 1) the probability of malignancy, 2) the probability of transmitting to their offspring's predisposition to cancer and the likelihood of states to develop malignancies, and 3) prognosis, strategies for early detection and more appropriate therapeutic approach.
Psychological support seems very interesting previous to the establishment of therapeutic/preventive measures.
The specific genetic testing is not possible in all cases, as there are entities in which we not even know the gene responsible. The patient should be informed which genetic studies are most appropriate in his case and what consequences would be to expect positive or negative. [1-3].
Preventive Measures
Another aspect of hereditary cancer that has great impact on families is the monitoring of individuals at risk [4] [5] [6] . In clinical practice today, there are three main tools to handle these situations: 1) periodic medical surveillance, 2) chemoprevention, and 3) prophylactic surgery [7] [8] [9] . The tool used is the medical surveillance, especially in the service of Medical Oncology. There are consensus recommendations for care of individuals with the most common syndromes with predisposition to cancer, including Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer (HBOC), the Lynch and Cowden syndrome, Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP), Endocrine Multiple Neoplasm or neurofibromatosis. For its part, chemoprevention (based on the administration of several drugs) in most situations is still under investigation. Prophylactic surgery (for example: countralateral breast resection in case of breast cancer in young patients) allows the primary prevention and has application in FAP, HBOC and to a lesser extent in the Lynch syndrome.
Medical Monitoring
When there is not known genetic defect responsible for cancer in the family, all people at risk (usually first-degree relatives of those affected), will be under close medical supervision. The knowledge of the specific genetic mutations allows restricted follow up to the family members found to be carriers of such alteration.
Hereditary cancer has very different characteristics from sporadic cancer:  Early age of onset. 
A Clinical Case
Description of Facts
Family with definite criteria of familial gastric cancer, in which there are several members under 18 years of age:  Father of 42 years of age who developed a gastric cancer, and who suffered total gastrectomy, remaining alive at this time. 
Questions Raised for Discussion
 In case of definitive diagnosis of hereditary cancer, shall we inform all the patient relatives? or should we let the patient himself warn his relatives?  Whether the target relative declines to be studied what can we do, knowing the high probabilities to be a carrier of a hereditary cancer? And if the relative has children, should we inform the other partner?  Whether aggressive treatment is decided (prophylactic gastrectomy), who has to give written consent, when the patient is 1) a competent adult; 2) a child?
